ACROSS
1 Exceptional performance in Dublin derby (7)
5 Dodge cold shoulder, reportedly (7)
9 New plane for Republic (5)
10 Source of information unexpectedly given about charge, latest to rise (9)
11 A word of warning, unhappy, about island already mentioned (9)
12 Part of flower, much-liked, by a lake (5)
13 Mistake to ignore learner in recess (4)
15 Rival not open, subtly grabbing power (8)
18 Drink before golf round? Can it be right? This might help (5-3)
19 Amusing routine in cocked hat having just started (4)
22 Path of gold, small portion (5)
24 One lacking resilience at this time facing criticism in London area (9)
26 Study changes in incomes, retaining firm (9)
27 Unexpected development — boy seeking more (5)
28 On way back, encountered nuisance — storm results (7)
29 Before noon, learnt to change light (7)

DOWN
1 British article cheers Mike, boxer (6)
2 Troublemaker with easy victory, trade union not prepared (9)
3 Investigate deeply and view on regular basis (5)
4 Set up parent with part to play — complicated procedure (9)
5 Perhaps old-fashioned street needs assistance (5)
6 I heard old writer — I'm not sure I learned something from it (3-6)
7 Remorse is natural one lag at the outset admitted (5)
8 Singer, staunchly loyal, not upper-class (6)
14 Choose measuring item, English, for conductor (9)
16 Official expert with arguments against unlimited rule (9)
17 Extremely nice, certain bananas — or another fruit? (9)
20 Genuine polish, being blessed (6)
21 Sir Isaac's innovative weight measure (6)
23 Flourish having pounds secured in time of high activity (5)
24 Jonathan, for one, moving quickly (5)
25 Furniture item in Bedfordshire town originally replaced by female (5)
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